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Solid Quarter but Expansion Remains Modest 

Data released this morning showed that real GDP in the Eurozone rose  

0.6 percent on a sequential basis in Q1 (2.2 percent on an annualized basis, 

top chart). Not only did this reading top most analysts’ expectations, but it 

also matched the strongest sequential pace of growth in the current euro 

area expansion. That said, the year-over-year pace of growth has held 

steady at 1.6 percent for the past four quarters, suggesting the expansion in 

activity remains fairly modest. 

This morning’s GDP release is earlier than usual (this marks the first 

quarter of “flash estimates” for Eurozone GDP growth), and thus we do not 

have a breakdown of the data into its production-side or demand-side 

components. However, higher frequency data suggest the expansion in the 

first quarter was fairly broadly based. In particular, retail sales volumes in 

the euro area advanced at a 3.4 percent annualized pace in the first two 

months of the quarter, while industrial production ex-construction climbed 

at a 4.3 percent annualized rate over the same time period. In that regard, 

growth in personal consumption and fixed investment spending was likely 

relatively robust in Q1. 

Few Signs of Inflation in the Euro Area 

In a separate report this morning, we learned that the CPI declined  

0.2 percent on a year-over-year basis in April, while core inflation 

downshifted to just 0.8 percent (middle chart). These soft inflation data 

will likely be viewed with disappointment by European Central Bank (ECB) 

policymakers, as they have adopted an extraordinarily accommodative 

monetary policy stance for the past several years in an attempt to achieve 

inflation “below, but close to, 2 percent.” The ECB made no change to its 

policy stance at its April meeting, but it cut all three of its policy rates at its 

March meeting. Moreover, it ramped up its monthly pace of asset 

purchases under its quantitative easing (QE) program to €80B/month in 

March and broadened the array of assets available for purchase.  

As we have written, the persistent lack of inflationary pressures in the 

Eurozone despite increasingly accommodative monetary policy suggests 

that these monetary measures help at the margin, but are not a “silver 

bullet” for the euro area economy.1 In its prior two statements, the ECB has 

called upon other policy areas to contribute more decisively in order to reap 

the full benefits from accommodative monetary policy. In particular, the 

statements have called for structural policies to “raise productivity and 

improve the business environment,” while also suggesting that fiscal policy 

should support the recovery as well. In our view, the ongoing economic 

recovery in the Eurozone likely will remain modest and inflation likely will 

be subdued until other policies become more supportive of growth.  
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Eurozone GDP Growth Tops Expectations in Q1 
Real GDP in the Eurozone grew 0.6 percent in Q1, besting the consensus estimate. Despite solid growth, 
inflation remains weak, suggesting monetary policy needs support from other policy areas. 

1 See “The ECB Attempts to Shock and Awe,” (March 10, 2016), which is available on our website. 
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